Switched reluctance motor (SRM) generates a very large electromagnetic radial force when the stator windings commutate because of its doubly salient structure and magnetic saturation. Lateral vibration appears when electromagnetic radial force is applied onto the rotational rotor, which causes continual changes of airgap and further radical electromagnetic force. Nonlinear vibration of the rotor under the interaction of electromagnetic radial force and displacement becomes very complicated, which is becoming a research hotspot at present. A whole lateral vibration dynamics equation is established by finite element method. The radical force formula of single rotor tooth was deduced by integration of equivalent electromagnetic circuit and Maxwell stress method, and final functional expression of radial electromagnetic resultant when stator windings are energized with ideal square wave is also obtained. The critical speeds and vibration modes of the rotor are analyzed by Campbell diagram and lateral vibration displacement locus is solved by Newmark-Beta numerical integration method. The results show that the vibration locus of the rotor distributes in a circular domain. The frequency distribution of electromagnetic resultant relates to rotation speed, current switch frequency, and current wave, while the frequency distribution of the displacement also closely relates to the first-order critical speed of the rotor. When the rotor runs at some specific speed, lateral superharmonic resonance phenomenon appears and its displacement locus shows rich diversity. Lateral vibration characteristic of the rotor could be quickly grasped through this study, which makes vibration evaluation possible for advanced motor design.
Introduction
Switched reluctance motors (SRM) are drawing great attention for variable speed motor drives due to its own advantages, such as simple structure, reliable power converter, good speed regulation performance, and good fault-tolerant capacity. They are suitable for applications such as electric vehicles, aircraft starter/generators systems, and mining drives [1] . However, great acoustic noise induced by the doubly salient structure and switch form power supply of the SRM has brought great challenges to the widespread development of SRM, especially in noise sensitive applications [2] .
Radial vibration of the SRM stator core has been extensively studied so for through a variety of ways such as coupling simulation of multiple physical fields or radial force mutation to induce vibration at turn-off instant [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, because of the great difficulty in the characterization of electromagnetic radical force when the SRM is running, the research about the lateral vibration of the rotor is relatively limited. In fact, the lateral vibration of the rotor is caused by both unbalanced electromagnetic force generated by the interaction of electromagnetic fields between stator and rotor and the centrifugal force generated by eccentric rotor. The rotor eccentricity not only causes nonuniform airgap but also further affect the flux configuration and electromagnetic density distribution, so unbalanced electromagnetic force is an inevitable concomitants [8] . In addition, nonuniform airgap makes everchanging electromagnetic resultant of the rotor and in turn changes lateral vibration locus of the rotor which affects airgap redistribution. Modeling and analyzing vibration characteristic of the rotor under complicated electromagnetic force becomes very critical. Meanwhile, the interaction of electromagnetic force and vibration displacement during rotor rotation has also brought difficulties for the study of lateral vibration of the rotor.
Mathematical Problems in Engineering
Compared with other types of motors, analytical representation of radial electromagnetic force for SRM is rather difficult owing to the nonlinear operation [9, 10] . Yang et al. established analytical formula of single tooth electromagnetic force by equivalent electromagnetic circuit and Maxwell stress method and calculated resultants were verified by finite element numerical simulation [11] . Another analytical model of radial force was also established in consideration of electromagnetic saturation and pole arcs width [12] . A novel analytic electromagnetic radial force model applied to bearingless SRM was proposed in the case of rotor eccentricity, which embodied mathematical relationship of radial electromagnetic forces with run parameters such as stator coil current, position angle, and eccentricity [13] . Weiss et al. gave out the dependency of unbalanced radical electromagnetic force and torque ripple on eccentricity fault and proved the possibility of compensating them via control currents in opposite poles [14] . The radial volume force components are approximately 5% of surface force contributions acting on material boundaries in SRM. Acting volume forces inside conducting coils were deduced to be only of secondary interest [15] . The novel rotor structure and multiobjective optimization method has been used to radical force reduction in order to improve SRM performance [16] [17] [18] . These literatures have tremendous contribution to radical force analysis; however, radical electromagnetic resultant model and lateral vibration under this external force during rotor rotating are not carried out adequately.
At present, lateral vibration response of the rotor is studied mainly through numerical simulation. The orbital response was investigated by coupling field method of electromagnetic field and mechanical structure field [19, 20] . It was verified that the rotor's eccentricity is magnified due to vibration effect caused by the unbalanced electromagnetic force [8] . SRM was modeled as a whole machine, and then modal, dynamic, and harmonic analysis was carried out to explore the vibration method of the whole system [21] . These works focused on vibration performance of the rotor in time domain but lack detailed results in frequency domain. Besides, the vibration response under the interaction between the electromagnetic force and the displacement trajectory as well as the lateral superharmonic resonance of the rotor is missing.
In this paper, lateral vibration equation of rotor at constant speed is established by finite element method based on vibration equation of rotating elastic beam and bearing link element. Critical speed and vibration mode of the rotor is obtained through Campbell chart and modal analysis. External force analytic formulas about unbalanced electromagnetic and centrifugal force are deduced in detail, which embodies complicated relation with motor's parameters such as structure sizes, initial eccentricity, and winding currents. Then electromagnetic resultant and vibration displacement of the rotor at rated speed are solved with Newmark-Beta method and their typical characteristics both in time and frequency domain are summarized. Final superharmonic resonance phenomenon of the rotor at some particular speed rotational speed is revealed. These research results will help to better discuss the vibration characteristic of SRM rotor. It is very beneficial for vibration evaluation and optimization of advanced SRM.
Lateral Vibration Equation of Rotor
A 12/8 pole SRM is used in this study. It is mainly comprised of stator core, windings wrapped in stator poles, rotor core without any magnets or coils, and central multistage shaft. The model compositions of SRM and rotor appearance are shown in Figure 1 . Rotor's main dimension is listed in Table 1 . Two rolling ball bearings with equal orthogonal stiffness and damping are mounted on both sides of the multistage shaft. The material of rotor core is silicon steel and that of central multistage shaft is 45 steel.
Most flexible rotors can be considered as beam-like structures. There are several numerical methods for the dynamic analysis of rotor-bearing systems. The most popular of them is the finite element method (FEA), in which inertia moment, gyroscopic moment, and shear force could be included. We can investigate the dynamic behavior of rotors in shorter time and with lower numerical costs by FEA.
The establishment of lateral vibration equation of the rotor is based on the following assumptions: rotor is composed of multistage rotating beams with different length and cross section. Lateral vibration equation of each section beam was modeled by Timoshenko beam elements with consideration of inertia and gyroscopic moment. Stator deformation displacement is rather small compared to vibration displacement of the rotor, so the stator core is treated as rigid body. Only electromagnetic and centrifugal forces are applied to the rotor as external excitation, and other external forces such as air drag and friction force are negligible.
The rotor is firstly divided into several rotational beam sections. Lateral vibration equation of each section is described by a Timoshenko beam element with 8 free degrees and four of which are shared with the neighbor element. Then, all elements of vibration equation are assembled together to generate the vibration equation of the rotor system. Finally, Critical speed and corresponding modes are obtained by Campbell chart and modal analysis of different speed.
Lateral Vibration Equation of Elastic Beam.
After the total strain energy and kinetic energy is represented with shape functions, lateral vibration equation of each elastic beam element can be created by substituting them into Lagrange's equation. The elastic beam element model is shown in Figure 2 (a). Its generalized displacements are two direction deflections and two direction angle deflections , x , , y of both endpoint nodes. The generalized displacements of arbitrary cross section in this element are the function of length s and time t.
If structural damping effect is neglected, lateral vibration equation of rotating elastic beam element in matrix form is expressed as follows: [ 
where, denotes elastic modulus of rotor's material, denotes Poisson's ratio, denotes density, denotes shear modulus, and Ω denotes rotational speed of the rotor. is length of elastic beam element, is moment of inertia, and is the area of cross section.
Lateral Vibration Equation of Bearing Element.
Single ball bearing element is simplified as shown in Figure 2 (b). It is considered as linear element with constant stiffness and damping, and its lateral vibration equation can be built similar to the vibration in a plane. The central coordinates of the bearing inner race are defined as and . Corresponding coordinate of beam node is ( ) and ( ) , respectively. Lateral vibration equation of the ball bearing is expressed as
Assuming = = 0, mutual stiffness and mutual damping are ignored. Then equivalent generalized force applied to corresponding beam node can be written as
where and denote horizontal and vertical stiffness coefficient of ball bearing and and are damping coefficient, respectively.
Total Lateral Vibration Equation of the Rotor.
The real rotor of SRM is divided into 41 nodes and 40 segment Timoshenko rotating beam elements. Final discretized nodes and elements with rotating elastic beam and bearing elements are shown in Figure 3 . The bearing coefficient is applied to corresponding node by its equivalent generalized force. Lateral vibration equation of the rotor-bearing system is axially symmetrical around its spin Z axis, which is expressed is in the following general form:̈(
where
, , ] is a vector containing generalized coordinates, referring to an inertial frame. is the symmetric mass matrix, is the symmetric damping matrix, is the skew-symmetric gyroscopic matrix, and is the symmetric stiffness matrix. Bearing stiffness and damping is embodied in and . They are all diagonal band sparse matrix with size of 164 by 164.
( , ) is a generalized force vector dependent on time t and intermediate displacement q, in which all force functions are listed.
If (5) is expanded, we can get the total lateral equation of vibration expressed by a detailed matrix form as follows:
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This node was forced and observed. 
The external forces of the rotor include the radical electromagnetic unbalanced force generated by the interaction between stator and rotor, as well as the centrifugal force generated by rotor eccentricity. They are applied onto intermediate node in the form of concentrated force. Note that the external forces are the function of vibration displacement and time; thus the total equation of the rotor becomes a typical nonlinear question.
Campbell Chart and Whirl Critical Speed.
Under fairly wide assumptions, lateral behavior of a beam can be considered uncoupled from its axial and torsional behavior. When flexural behavior can be uncoupled from axial and torsional ones, (6) holds for flexural behavior [23] . After Z displacement and rotation angle around Z axis are constrained, freedom degrees of every node are reduced to 4, i.e., x displacement and rotation angle around x axis, y displacement and rotation angle around y axis, denoted by , , , and . Two linear spring damping elements in orthogonal direction are used to replace the bearings. Mechanical properties of the rotor and bearing coefficients are shown in Table 2 .
Campbell chart of the rotor was drawn through mode analysis at different rotational speeds, as shown in Figure 4 . Critical speed analysis does not involve material damping. In Campbell chart, oblique line shows various excitation forces. Positive precession curve is an upper branch while negative is a lower branch. The intersection between oblique line and every pair precession curves are just forward and backward critical rotational speed. Usually, only forward whirl critical rotational speeds under synchronous are considered when calculating critical speed. Their specific values are obtained through the intersection points by program automated selected.
The first four-order forward critical speeds of the rotor are listed in Table 3 and their corresponding critical modes are shown in Figure 5 . Due to the symmetry of the rotor structure and equal parameters of the bearing in orthogonal direction, the critical modes are also symmetric. The first forward critical speed 1,357.9 Hz of rotor is far more than rated speed 3,000 rpm of the rotor. The gyroscopic effect of the rotor is not prominent because there is no big inertial disc on the rotor. First-order critical speed is almost not affected by rotational speed when the rotor runs. Conical vibration mode above second critical speed could be avoided if the ratio between the transverse and the polar mass moments of the rotor is suitably small. We focus on the superharmonic vibration of the rotor when it is far below the rated speed. Therefore, the rotor can be used as a rigid rotor for the following further study.
External Excitation Forces of the Rotor
The initial eccentricity of the rotor will cause a centrifugal force and an unbalanced electromagnetic force because of uneven airgap distribution between the stator and rotor teeth. When they are applied onto intermediate node of the rotor, the rotor will generate transverse vibration.
Centrifugal Force of Rotor.
The unbalance force vector can be described as a vector rotating with the same angular speed as the rotor. In the stationary XOY system, the rotation schematic of eccentric rotor is shown in Figure 6 . The rotor rotates around stator central axis O. E axis is the instantaneous axis of the rotor. Horizontal and vertical vibration displacements are defined as and , respectively; i.e., the distance of central axis E deviated from central axis O.
When the rotor runs at constant speed , the centrifugal force components in x-y plane is expressed as follows:
where denotes the mass of lamination segment, denotes initial distance between the barycenter axis G and the axis E, and int denotes initial eccentric angle. Obviously, (7) is the function of vibration displacement and initial eccentricity.
Radical Electromagnetic Force of Rotor.
Radial electromagnetic force generated by single coil near aligned position is much larger than the tangential force, and the lateral vibration of the rotor is mainly caused by the radial force [8] , so just radical force is considered. Due to magnetic permeability of silicon steel being much larger than that of airgap, magnetic line is almost vertical in the surface of stator and rotor [13, 14] . According to the Maxwell stress method, radical force of a rotor's tooth suffered in the electromagnetic field is independent of integration path. If we interrupt stator yoke section located at both side of stator tooth as a boundary and choose integral path as closed solid line as shown in Figure 7 , then magnetic density will be divided into two parts, main magnetic density of overlapping parts and fringing magnetic density of nonoverlapping parts. By magnetic density integral along respective path and sum, the radial electromagnetic force of rotor's single tooth is expressed as follows: where ℎ is laminated length of the rotor, 0 is air permeability, is main airgap magnetic density of overlapping parts, and 1 and 2 are two fringing magnetic density of nonoverlapping parts, respectively.
Two fringing magnetic densities appear close to symmetry, i.e., 1 ≈ 2 [14] . Main and fringing magnetic densities are calculated through BH curve by equivalent magnetic circuit method [11] . After substituting them into (8), the single tooth radial force formula of the rotor is finally converted into
where = ⋅ , = 0 , = 1 + 0 / , = + 0 / 0 , = 1 + 1 / , and f = + 1 / 0 . is the silicon steel permeability. 0 is airgap length. is the distance between stator yoke and rotor yoke. is magnetomotive force.
is coil turns. is coil current. is overlapping arc between stator and rotor.
is the mean length of main airgap. 1 is the mean length of fringing airgap and expressed as 1 = 0 + | |/4 assumed that magnetic force line is circular arc.
Primary technical parameters of 12/8 pole SRM are given in Table 4 . When they are substituted into (9), final single tooth radial electromagnetic force of the rotor under single coil energized can be obtained.
In most cases, the rotor generates eccentricity because of manufacture or installation issues. The radical electromagnetic force of the rotor's opposite teeth is no longer balanced when one phase winding energized. Initial eccentric distance of lamination segment is and its ratio to 0 is defined as eccentricity ratio, as shown in Figure 8 . The opposite two coils located on a radians displacement are connected to form one phase and SRM runs by six-phase mode. Six-phase windings are energized by ideal square wave currents in sequence. Winding currents and radial electromagnetic resultant of the eccentric rotor with rotation angle are shown in Figure 9 . Note that radial electromagnetic force generated by radial eccentricity along the radius is far greater than that generated by tangential eccentricity perpendicular to the radius [20] ; thus radial electromagnetic force induced by radial eccentricity is primary. According to rotation angle, instantaneous radial eccentricity, and energized current, horizontal and vertical electromagnetic resultants of the rotor could be obtained by decomposition of opposite teeth radial force. Its specific expression is as follows:
where 01 and 02 are two opposite instantaneous airgap between rotor and stator tooth, expressed as
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Among them, is radical electromagnetic force of single rotor tooth in (9) and and are the numbers of stator teeth and rotor teeth, respectively. is rational angle of the rotor. Both and denote horizontal and vertical displacement of rotor's intermediate node. Figure 10 shows the horizontal and vertical electromagnetic resultants of the rotor with rotation angle as well as electromagnetic resultant vector. These results were done with eccentric distance in direction set as 0.025mm and 0.05mm (i.e., eccentricity ratio of 10% and 20%) without any interaction between resultant and vibration displacement of the rotor.
Moreover, we also use Maxwell software to simulate radial electromagnetic resultant of the rotor under the rated speed. The FEM mesh, drive control circuit, horizontal electromagnetic resultant contrast both in time and frequency and resultant vector contrast are shown in Figure 11 . Their consistency verifies the validity of formula (10) . The small difference is mainly attributed to the neglect of airgap caused by tangential eccentricity.
Unfortunately, it is very difficult to test directly and accurately the electromagnetic resultant force, which is limited to our current experimental conditions. So far, there are few literatures which give rough experimental measurement results of radical electromagnetic force [25, 26] . When calculating the rotor lateral vibration displacement, unbalance external resultants of rotor need to be solved in time according to winding current, rotation angle, and actual airgap and are applied onto the intermediate node of the rotor.
Forced Lateral Vibration Response at Rated Speed
After total vibration equation of the rotor is generated and external resultants are applied onto intermediate nodes, 
Calculation Process of Vibration Displacement Response.
Under the action of external excitation forces, the vibration response analysis of the rotor is calculated as follows [27] :
(
1) Form the mass matrix [M], damping matrix [C], gyro matrix [G] and stiffness matrix [K], and generate lateral vibration equation;
(2) Giving out initial rotor's displacement 0 and velocitẏ0 at initial time 0 , the resultant 0 including both centrifugal and electromagnetic resultants is loaded onto the intermediate node of the rotor, and then calculate the acceleration̈0; (3) Select time step Δ and parameter and , and calculate integral constant:
(4) Form the effective stiffness matrix̂;
(5) Recomputed the resultant +Δ in (7) and (10) with changed airgap, winding real excitation current and rotational angle, and then calculate equivalent load̂+ Δ at the time of + Δ ; 
(7) Calculate the acceleration and velocity at + Δ ;
When ≥ 0.5, ≥ 0.25( + 0.5) 2 , Newmark-Beta numerical integral method is unconditional stable [28] . That is, the time step Δ does not affect the stability of the solution. Hence, the selection of Δ is dependent on the accuracy of the solution and determined by maximum period of several natural modes which greatly contributed to the response. In most cases, it is usually selected as one fraction of minimum natural vibration period. The corresponding period of firstorder critical speed was considered in there and Δ was selected less than its 1/20.
Vibration Locus of Rotor at Rated Speed.
At rated speed of 3,000 rpm, the vibration displacement of the rotor was simulated in set time range. Time history curve of electromagnetic resultant, the resultant vector, and amplitude spectrum of the resultant is shown in Figure 12 . Time history curve of vibration displacement, the displacement vector, and amplitude spectrum of the displacement is shown in Figure 13 . It can be seen that the rotor vibration locus is distributed in a circular domain after steady state, and vibration displacement of intermediate nodes is also periodic because of periodic electromagnetic resultant.
The maximum lateral displacement of the rotor is not more than 0.01 mm, which is far less than the design gap between the stator teeth and rotor teeth. The stator and rotor will not collide during rotor's operation. The rotor could run stably at the rated speed, which is consistent with actual operation conditions. Electromagnetic resultant of the rotor after the steady state is periodic. Current duty ratio is 1:5 in square wave current of each phase winding, and every phase winding is energized 4 times in order during one round rotation. Thus, amplitude spectrum of electromagnetic resultant shows that multifrequency and main frequency are distributed in several frequency bands. The lowest frequency components are the fundamental frequency X and fifth harmonic 5X, and the rest frequency components are distributed in both sides of integral multiple current switch frequency. The first band group is 24 times harmonics group, i.e., 19X, 23X, 25X, and 29X; the second band group is 48 times harmonics group, i.e., 43X, 47X, 49X, and 53X; the third band group is 72 times harmonics group, i.e., 67X, 71 X, 73 X, and 77 X. These frequency components ascend in proper sequence and form energy intensive multiple frequency bands. The frequency components of the horizontal displacement are relatively simpler compared to that of the horizontal resultant and mainly distributed in the frequency range ahead of the first-order critical speed. The frequency amplitude near the first-order critical rotational speed is relatively larger. The energy after the first-order critical speed is suppressed so that the amplitude reduced significantly.
Through the detailed analysis of electromagnetic resultant and vibration displacement in frequency domain, we prove that lateral vibration frequency distribution is related to rotational speed, current switch frequency and wave. The least common multiple of the number of poles in rotor and stator is 24. The duty ratio of each phase current is 1:5. So frequency distribution in electromagnetic resultant spectrum is related to the frequency of X, 5X, and 24 * k * X ± X, 24 * k * X ± 5X. However, frequency distribution in displacement spectrum is closely related not only to them but also to the first-order forward critical speed of the rotor.
The first-order critical rotation speed of the rotor exits in the horizontal displacement spectrum but does not appear in the horizontal resultant spectrum. It proves that the effect of vibration displacement on electromagnetic resultant is weak. Lateral vibration displacement only causes uneven airgap redistribution and modulates the resultant electromagnetic resultant. Therefore, electromagnetic resultant edge frequency shows an obvious asymmetry.
Lateral Superharmonic Resonance of the Rotor
Rotor's rotational speed could change the external resultant of the rotor and also affect the gyro matrix of whole lateral vibration equation. The lateral vibrations of the rotor under different rotation speed are resolved circularly. The lateral maximum vibration displacement of intermediate node on the rotor is shown in Figure 14 . Since lateral maximum displacement of the rotor is relatively larger in the range of 2,600-4,400 rpm, the maximum displacement is solved within finer range of rotational speeds. From Figure 14 , it is clear that the resonance response of the rotor will occur when the rotor runs at the rotational speed near the first-order critical speed. At this point, the maximum displacement of intermediate node exceeds the airgap length of 0.25mm. There will be a collision between the rotor and stator. The stator and rotor teeth touch and the rotor cannot run normally. Therefore, the rotor should avoid running near the first-order critical speed or accelerating over the first-order critical rotational speed into the higher speed.
In addition, the vibration displacement of the rotor is relatively larger when certain harmonic frequency is approximately equal to first-order critical rotational speed of the rotor. Because electromagnetic resultant and vibration displacement of the rotor affect each other, lateral superharmonic resonance of the rotor appears in the rotor.
When the rotor runs at the speed of 1/29 (2,809.4 rpm) of the first-order critical speed, lateral electromagnetic resultant and lateral displacement of the rotor are simulated. The time history of electromagnetic resultant, steady electromagnetic resultant vector, and amplitude spectrum of horizontal resultant on intermediate node are shown in Figure 15 . The corresponding results of lateral displacement are shown in Figure 16 .
It can be seen that the frequency components of horizontal electromagnetic resultant are distributed in several frequency bands. But the frequency components of lateral displacement are mainly distributed in ahead of the firstorder critical rotational speed. The frequency components after first-order critical rotational speed are significantly inhibited. The 29X harmonic frequency component is almost equal to the first-order critical speed of the rotor, and its corresponding amplitude in spectrum is the largest so that the superharmonic resonance happens. When the rotor runs at the other three superharmonic speeds of 1/25 (3,259.2 rpm), 1/23 (3,542.6 rpm), or 1/19 (4,288.4 rpm) of the first-order critical speed located at the range of 24 times frequency group, each displacement locus of the rotor is simulated, respectively. Steady displacement locus and amplitude spectrum of horizontal displacement are shown in Figure 17 .
From Figure 17 , lateral steady locus of the rotor at superharmonic speed is markedly different and shows rich diversity. Lateral superharmonic resonance appears at these four speeds. The amplitude of harmonic component which nearly equals the first-order critical speed is maximal in displacement spectrum. This frequency component contributes mostly to lateral vibration.
It is particularly important to note that a similar result could also be obtained as shown in Figure 18 , if we solved the rotor locus and carry out spectrum analysis at other superharmonic speed of other harmonics groups such as 48 and 72 times. It will increase more diversity to lateral displacement locus.
In the range of 24 times frequency groups, i.e., the rotational speed from 2,600 rpm to 4,400 rpm, time history of electromagnetic force, and displacement, are solved and spectrum results are transformed into order spectrum. Order spectrum contour of horizontal resultant and horizontal displacement are shown in Figure 19 .
From Figure 19 , we found that when the rotor rational speed is 1/19 of the first-order critical speed, amplitude of horizontal displacement is maximal in 19X harmonic frequency which almost equals to the first critical speed. Meanwhile, the amplitude of other harmonic frequency components is very small. The rotor superharmonic resonance happens at this speed. The spectrum distribution of horizontal displacement is similar at other superharmonic speeds. Lateral eccentricity of the rotor at superharmonic speed will be aggravated violently, which probably lead to touch between the rotor and the stator. Therefore, the rotor is best not to run at super harmonic speed for a long time.
Conclusion
In this paper, lateral vibration equation of the rotor under constant rotational speed is established by means of finite element method based on a 12/8 poles switched reluctance motor. The expressions of centrifugal force and electromagnetic force of the rotor are derived in detail. The critical speed of the rotor is obtained through the Campbell diagram. In consideration of the interaction between electromagnetic force and displacement, the lateral vibration response of the rotor is simulated and the spectral characteristics are analyzed. At some specific speed, lateral superharmonic resonance phenomenon of the rotor was found. Through above research, the following conclusions are drawn.
The lateral vibration equation of the rotor can be established effectively with finite element method. The critical rotational speed and vibration mode of the rotor could be obtained by the modal analysis at different speeds.
The frequency distribution of the electromagnetic resultant in amplitude spectrum is related to rotational speed, current switchover frequency, and current wave, but the frequency distribution of the displacement is also closely related to the first-order critical speed of the rotor. In rated speed, the maximum vibration displacement shall not exceed the airgap length. The rotor cannot work regularly when the speed approaches the first critical speed of the rotor.
When the rotor runs at some specific speeds, i.e., some harmonic frequency component equals the first-order critical speed of rotor, superharmonic resonance of the rotor happens and the lateral displacement locus shows rich diversity. In displacement spectrum, the amplitude of the harmonic component near the critical rotational speed is maximal.
Main external force of the rotor can be characterized quickly, and the lateral vibration characteristics of the rotor under the interaction between electromagnetic resultant and vibration displacement could be mastered timely through this work, which will be very helpful for the design and vibration evaluation of SRM.
In summary, we have studied the vibration characteristics and superharmonic resonance of the eccentric rotor in SRM by the methods of analytical modeling and numerical simulation. The results have important reference value for evaluating the vibration characteristics of the rotor. On the premise that only the initial SRM structure, silicon steel, and material parameters are available, we can quickly obtain the vibration displacement locus and frequency distribution rule at some typical rotational speed through this method. All of these can be helpful for the early vibration evaluation, such as obtaining the critical rotational speed of the rotor and optimizing the rotor structure parameters aimed at vibration reduction.
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